
BONNIE
Bonnie is a concrete communal bench whose circular format, 
150cm diameter, and rounded edges are ideal for furnishing 
urban spaces with the warmth of interior spaces. Its neutral design 
creates order in public space, scoring and focusing visuals that 
delimit different areas.
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BONNIE
Origen

This piece was created to respond to 
the tactical urban planning interests 
of timing and low cost, which incor-
porate the concept of a playable city, 
as one of their objectives, as well as 
encouraging sociability and the mo-
tor learning of children in a safe way.

Design

The subtle widening of the upper 
cap prevents the accumulation of 
rain water. The inclination of the 
circular surround improves the er-
gonomics for its users. The three 
supports ensure that it is stable and 
allow the slings to be passed through 
for lifting during transportation and 
future relocation.

Material

Molded concrete without reinfor-
cement, etched finish and in colors 
from the standard Escofet chart. 

Installation

Attached by using two slings, insta-
llation is as simple as suspending it 
over a pavement, compacted sand or 
a grass lawn, with no need for an-
choring.
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BONNIE
Bonnie

Dimensions Ø150 x 48 cm

Weight 1700 kg

1.1 General features

Material  Concrete Fixing Free-standing

Finish Etched and waterproofed

Colours

GR. Grey NG. Black BL. White

CA. CA Grey RA. Red BG. Beige

1.2 Installation system

1. Backless Bench

Hoisting
(W=1700 kg)
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1.3 Geometry
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BONNIE

Warranty  

5 years in concrete elements.

The names, trademarks and industrial models of the pro- 
ducts have been logged in the corresponding registers. 
The technical information provided by Escofet about its 
products can be modified without prior notice.

Escofet 1886 S.A
Oficina central y producción

Montserrat, 162
E 08760 Martorell
Barcelona - España
T. 0034 937 737 150
F. 0034 937 737 151

info@escofet.com
www.escofet.com
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